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ARISTOCRAT VD53 - CHRONOGRAPH

P04

1. The chronograph can be started and stopped each time Button “1” is pressed
2. Pressing Button ‘2’ resets the chronograph, including its second, minute, and hour hands 
back to the zero position.
CHRONOGRAPH RESET
1. A - Normal position
2. Crown out to the position C
3. Press either Button ‘1’ or ‘2’ to reset all chronograph hands back to the zero position. 
Take note that the hands move quickly when the said buttons are continuously pressed.
4. Once all hands are in the zero position, return the crown to A – Normal Position.
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ARISTOCRAT VD53 - SETTING THE TIME AND DATE

P03

1. A - Normal position
2. Crown out to position B
3. Turn the crown clockwise until the preview days date appears
(If the date is set between around 9PM and 1AM, the date may not change on the following
day. If it is necessary to set the date during that time period, first change the time to any time 
outside it, set the date and then reset the correct time)
4. Pull out the crown to position C when the second hand is at the 12 o'clock. It will stop on
the spot. Set the hands to the desired time of the day by turning the crown
(When the crown is at position C, do not press any button. Otherwise the chronograph hands
will move)
5. Push back to position A.
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VALIANT VD57 - CHRONOGRAPH

P06

1. The chronograph can be started and stopped each time Button “1” is pressed
2. Pressing Button ‘2’ resets the chronograph, including its second, minute, and hour hands
back to the zero position.
CHRONOGRAPH RESET
1. A - Normal position
2. Crown out to the position C
3. Press either Button ‘1’ or ‘2’ to reset all chronograph hands back to the zero position. 
Take note that the hands move quickly when the said buttons are continuously pressed.
4. Once all hands are in the zero position, return the crown to A – Normal Position.

* After setting or changing the battery, before setting the time, check if the dual time hour
hand and dual time minute hand are at the "0" (12 o'clock) position.
* If either the dual time hour hand or the dual time minute hand is not at the "0" position, reset
it following the procedure shown below
1. A- Normal position
2. Crown out to position B
3. Keep the buttons 1 & 2 pressed at the same time for more than 2 seconds then release
the buttons. 
* Dual time minute hand moves and returns to where it was.
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DUAL TIME VD33 - ADJUSTING DUAL TIME HANDS POSITION
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1. A- Normal position
2. Crown out to position B when the second hand is at the 12 o'clock position.
3. Turn the crown to set the hour and minute hands. Make sure 24-hour hand is set correctly.
4. Push the crown back to normal position A in accordance with a time signal.

Note:
* The 24-hour hand moves correspondingly with the hour hand.
* The moment the date changes to midnight. When setting the hour hand, make sure that
using the 24-hour hand as an AM/PM indicator correctly sets AM/PM.
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DUAL TIME VD33 - LOCAL TIME & DATE SETTING
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* When moving to a country or different time zone, adjust the dual time hour hand to that
country / time zone:

[Quick set dual time]
1. A- Normal position
2. Adjust the time by pressing button 1 or 2. 
* Button 1: - 1 hour / push 
* Button 2: +1 hour / push
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DUAL TIME VD33 - DUAL TIME SETTING
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[Precise adjustment of the dual time]
1. A- Normal position
2. Crown out to position B
3. Adjust the time by pressing button 1 or 2. 
* Button 1: -1 minute / push
* Button 2: +1 minute / push
4. Push the crown back to normal position A in accordance with a time signal.
Note:
The dual time minute hand rotates every quarter (15 minutes), this is a normal function of 
the movement. 
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DATE SETTING
Note: Before setting the date, be sure to set the time.
1. A- Normal position
2.  Crown out to position B
3. Turn the crown clockwise until the desired date appears.
4.  Push the crown back to normal position A. 
Note:
* Do not set the date between 9:00 P.M. and 1:00 A.M. Otherwise, the date may not change
properly. If it is necessary to set the date during that period, first change the time to any time
outside it, set the date and then reset the correct time. 
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4. Press buttons 1 & 2 to reset the dual time hands to the “0” position.
* Button 1: dual time hour hand and dual time minute hand move counterclockwise.
* Button 2: dual time hour hand and dual minute hand move clockwise
* The dual time hour hand and dual time minute hand move quickly if the respective buttons
are kept pressed.
5. Push the crown back to normal position A.
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VALIANT VD57 - SETTING THE TIME AND DATE

P05

1. A - Normal position
2. Crown out to position B
3. Turn the crown clockwise until the preview days date appears
(If the date is set between around 9PM and 1AM, the date may not change on the following
day. If it is necessary to set the date during that time period, first change the time to any time 
outside it, set the date and then reset the correct time)
4. Pull out the crown to position C when the second hand is at the 12 o'clock. It will stop on
the spot. Set the hands to the desired time of the day by turning the crown
(When the crown is at position C, do not press any button. Otherwise the chronograph hands
will move)
5. Push back to position A.
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CAVALIER VD51 - CHRONOGRAPH
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1. The chronograph can be started and stopped each time Button “1” is pressed
2. Pressing Button ‘2’ resets the chronograph, including its second, minute, and hour hands 
back to the zero position.
CHRONOGRAPH RESET
1. A - Normal position
2. Crown out to the position C
3. Press either Button ‘1’ or ‘2’ to reset all chronograph hands back to the zero position. 
Take note that the hands move quickly when the said buttons are continuously pressed.
4. Once all hands are in the zero position, return the crown to A – Normal Position.
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CAVALIER VD51 - SETTING THE TIME AND DATE
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1. A - Normal position
2.  Crown out to position B 
3. Turn the crown clockwise until the preview days date appears
(If the date is set between  9PM and 1AM, the date may not change on the following day. If 
it is necessary to set the date during that time period, first change the time to any time 
outside it, set the date and then reset the correct time)
4.  Pull out the crown to position C when the second hand is at 12 o'clock. It will stop 
immediately. Set the hands to the desired time of the day by turning the crown
(When the crown is at position C, do not press any button. Otherwise the chronograph hands 
will move)
5.  Push back to position A.
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PRECAUTIONS AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES

Temperature
Do not expose your watch to sudden temperature changes (exposure to sunlight followed by immersion 
in cold water) or extreme temperatures [over 60°C (140°F) or below 0°C (32°F)].

Magnetic Fields
Do not expose your watch to intense magnetic fields such as loudspeakers, portable telephones, 
computers or refrigerators and other electromagnetic appliances.

Shocks
Avoid thermal or other shocks as it may harm your watch. In the event of a violent shock please have 
your watch checked by an authorized CHARLES HUTTON Service Center.

Harmful Products
Avoid direct contact with solvents, detergents, and perfumes, cosmetic products etc., since they may 
damage the bracelet, the case and/or the gaskets.
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Care and Checks
Clean the case and bracelet regularly using a soft cloth to prevent any corrosion caused by 
perspiration. All water resistant watches can be cleaned with a toothbrush and soapy water, and 
then dried with a soft cloth. After being worn in the sea, the watch must be rinsed with warm fresh 
water and then dried completely.

Water Resistance
Water resistance of watches is rated based on laboratory pressure tests comparable to  a swimmer or 
diver sitting still at the pressure level. However, many water-based activities involve a lot of movement 
and other environmental changes. These exceptions from which our watches are rated, may challenge 
or defeat the water protection features of a water-resistant watch.

The water resistance of a watch cannot be permanently guaranteed. It may be affected by the ageing of 
gaskets or by any accidental shock to the crown. We recommend having your watched check for water 
resistance once a year by an authorized Charles Hutton Service Center.

Never activate the time-setting crown and/or the pushers while the watch is under water. Make sure that 
the crown has been pushed or screwed down tightly every after operation. Never open your watch by 
yourself. Instead, have it inspected by an authorized Charles Hutton Service Center.
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Water Resistance
1. [3atm / 30m / 100ft]

Watches water resistant to 30 meters /100 feet.
2. [5atm / 50m / 165ft]  [10atm / 100m / 330ft]  [20atm / 200m / 660ft]

Watches water resistant to 50, 100 or 200 meters /165, 330 or 660 feet.
3. [10atm / 100m / 330ft]  [20atm / 200m / 660ft]  [30atm / 300m / 1000ft]

Watches water resistant from 100 to 300 meters / 330 to 1000 feet or more with screw 
down crown and diving bezel.

According to the water resistance 1, 2 or 3 listed above, watches are protected against:
1-2-3 Water splashes / Rain
1-2-3 Surface swimming
2-3 Shower
2-3 Free diving / Water sports
3 Scuba diving of the surface
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* The combination of city name of the major world cities on the rotating bezel, and the 24-hour
marker on the dial lets you know the approximate time of each city. (Does not account for
Daylight Savings time).
Ex: You want to know the time of Paris when you are in Tokyo
1. Check the current time in Tokyo (supposing that it is 14:00 = 2:00pm).
2. Turn the rotating bezel. Until the city name, TOKYO points to "14".
3. Check the number that the city name PARIS on the rotating bezel (The city name PARIS 
points to "6", therefore, it is 6:00am in Paris).
* The same manner can be applied to read the time in any other city on the bezel. For example,
the hour in Los Angeles can be read as 21:00 (9:00pm).
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HOW TO USE THE SIMPLE WORLD TIME FUNCTION
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GMT 515.24H - SETTING THE DATE

Note: The date can also be corrected during the day-changing phase between 10pm and 
midnight. The date of the following day must be set, because no automatic date change 
takes place at midnight.

1. A- Normal position
2. Crown out to position B. 
3. Turn the crown clockwise until the desired date appears. 
4. Push the crown back to normal position A. 
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GMT 515.24H - SETTING THE TIME

1. A- Normal position
2. Crown out to position C. 
3. Turn the crown until the current time appears (remember the 24-hour cycle). 
4. Push the crown back to normal position A. 
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GMT 515.24H - SETTING THE 24-HOUR DISPLAY

1. A- Normal position
2. Crown out to position B. 
3. Turn the crown counterclockwise until the desired time appears. 
4. Push the crown back to normal position A. 
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